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This paper examines prime and primitive ideal structure in an abstraction 
of the embedding of associative algebras arising from a completely solvable 
Lie superalgebra. Our goal is to extend and develop in a general ring- 
theoretic setting the results obtained by V. Kac concerning the irreducible 
representations of completely solvable Lie superalgebras. 
The description given by Kac may be briefly summarized as follows: Let 
g = go@ g, be a finite dimensional completely solvable Lie superalgebra 
over a field k of characteristic zero. Let .Yi denote the subgroup of 
g* generated by the linear forms corresponding to the one dimensional 
subfactors of the graded adjoint representation of g. Two graded g-modules 
or g,-modules are termed T,--equivalent if one is obtained from the other 
by tensoring with a one dimensional g-module determined by an element 
of 2,. A graded g-module is termed irreducible if it contains no proper 
graded submodules. In [ 10, Theorem 71 it is proved, for k algebraically 
closed, that the correspondence obtained by associating to each finite 
dimensional irreducible graded g-module its g,-composition factors induces 
a bijection between the set of 2’i-equivalence classes of finite dimensional 
irreducible graded g-modules and the set of 2’i-equivalence classes of finite 
dimensional irreducible g,-modules. Related assertions concerning infinite 
dimensional irreducible representations are provided in [ 10, Theorem 7’1. 
We may view the above paragraph from a ring-theoretic perspective. Let 
V denote the associative enveloping surperalgebra of g, and let U denote 
the enveloping algebra of the completely solvable Lie algebra g,. A two- 
sided ideal of V is termed graded-primitive if it is the annihilator of an 
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irreducible graded g-module. Each linear form IE g* such that I( [g, g]) = 
I(g,) = 0 induces automorphisms of U and V via the map g H g + Z(g) for 
each g E g. In particular, each one dimensional representation of g induces 
such automorphisms. Let r denote the set of automorphisms of V obtained 
from the linear forms in 2,) let c denote the unique automorphism of V 
which is the identity on g, and which sends each element of g, to its 
additive inverse, and let JY denote the group of automorphisms of V 
generated by r and Q’. Note that & restricts to a group of automorphisms 
of U. Let prim;@U denote the &-orbits of co-finite-dimensional primitive 
ideals of U, and let grprimi”V denote the M-orbits of co-finite-dimensionai 
graded-primitive ideals of V. The above theorem may now be restated 
as saying that when k is algebraically closed there is a bijective map 
i: grprimfv + prim;MU induced from the intersection with U of each 
co-finite-dimensional graded-primitive ideal of V. It is this statement 
and related statements deduced from [ 10, Theorem 7’1 which form the 
motivation for our approach here. 
We now introduce the axiomatic setting. Let R G S be an injective 
homomorphism of associative Noetherian rings such that S is finitely 
generated as a right and left R-module. Let d be a group of 
automorphisms of S such that z(R) = R for each t E d, and suppose for 
each R - R-bimodule subfactor B of S that there exists an element z E d 
and a nonzero element b E B with r. b = b. z(r) for all elements r E R. It 
follows from the PoincarGBirkhoff-Witt Theorem for Lie superalgebras 
and the definition of complete solvability that the ring extension U 4 V 
satisfies the above hypotheses for d = .,M. 
Our main result may be briefly summarized as follows: Associate to each 
two-sided ideal I of S the ideal In R. We show in (1.7) that this function 
induces a surjective, continuous, closed map with finite fibers from the set 
of d-orbits of prime ideals of S onto the set of &‘-orbits of prime ideals 
of R, where the topology on each of these sets of orbits is the quotient 
Zariski topology. This map restricts to a function with the same properties 
from the set of d-orbits of right primitive ideals of S onto the set of 
d-orbits of right primitive ideals of R. 
Our methods rely on techniques and results developed to study 
additivity principles and localization theory of noncommutative Noetherian 
rings; see [7, 8, 15-j for more information. Also, the ring extensions we 
study are examples of the subnormalizing extensions studied in [19]. The 
present paper may be considered to be a continuation of our previous work 
in [ 1 l-131. Furthermore, parts of our analysis here will be continued in 
[14]. The reader is referred to [lo, 171 for background information 
concerning Lie superalgebras. 
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1. d-POLYNORMAL EXTENSIONS 
In this section we present the basic objects under consideration. The 
reader is referred to [7, 8, 151 for basic definitions and results. We denote 
the classical Krull dimension of a ring A by d(A). The sets of prime, right 
primitive, and maximal ideals of a ring A are denoted by spec A, rprim A, 
and max A, respectively. When a bimodule B is denoted torsion-free, it is 
to be understood that B is torsion-free as both a right and left module. 
DEFINITION 1.1. (i) Let S be a N oe th erian ring, let & be a group of 
automorphisms of S, let R be a Noetherian subring of S such that t(R) = R 
for each element r of &‘, and suppose that S is finitely generated as a left 
and right R-module. Suppose further that for each R - R-bimodule sub- 
factor B of S there exists an automorphism t E &’ and a nonzero element 
b of B such that r. b = b. T(r) for every element r of R. We say that the ring 
extension R 4 S is d-polynormal. We abbreviate the above listing of 
assumptions by saying, “Let R 4 S be a finite &‘-polynormal extension of 
Noetherian rings.” 
(ii) Let R G S be a finite &-polynormal extension of Noetherian 
rings, and let d act on spec R, rprim R, and max R by r . Q = r(Q) for each 
r E d and Q E spec R. Denote by [Q] the orbit of a prime ideal Q of R, 
and denote by R/[Q] the ring isomorphism class of R/Q. Denote by 
spec” R, rprim& R, and max,d R the respective sets of d-orbits of spec R, 
rprim R, and max R. Endow each of these sets with the quotient Zariski 
topology. For a prime ideal P of S, define similarly [PI, S/[P], speed S, 
rprirn,& S, and maxbF*I S. 
We now collect some immediate consequences of the above definition. 
Recall that a ring R is pofynormal if for every pair of ideals Z, J of R there 
exists an element a E I such that Ra + J= aR + J. Also, if R 4 S is a ring 
embedding and Q is a prime ideal of R, then a prime ideal P of S is said 
to lie ouer Q if Q is minimal over P n R. 
The reader is referred to the above mentioned texts for the definition of 
the strong second layer condition. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let R 4 S be a finite d-polynormal extension of Noetherian 
rings. 
(i) The ring R is polynormal. 
(ii) Both R and S satisfy the strong second layer condition of 
Jategaonkar. 
(iii) If Q is a prime ideal of R then there exists a prime ideal P of S 
lying over Q. 
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(iv) Let Q be a prime ideal of R, let P be a prime ideal of S, and 
suppose that P lies over Q. Then d(R/Q) = d(S/P), and Q is right primitive 
if and only if P is right primitive. 
Proof: (i) This is immediate. 
(ii) That R satisfies the strong second layer condition follows from 
[S, 8.1.71. That S then also satisfies the strong second layer condition 
follows from [ 12, 4.21. 
(iii) This follows from [12,4.6]. 
(iv) This follows from [12, 4.43. m 
The next observation is central to our discussion, 
LEMMA 1.3. Let R 4 S be a finite d-polynormal extension of Noetherian 
rings. Let B be a nonzero R - R-bimodule subfactor of S, and let I, and I, 
be the respective left and right annihilators of B. 
(i) If I, and I, are prime then [Ill = [I,]. 
(ii) Suppose that there exists an ordinal y such that d(R/Q,) = y for 
each prime ideal Q, of R minimal over either I, or I,. If {Q,,,,,, . . . . Q,,,,,} 
is the set of prime ideals of R minimal over I,, and if {QC2,1j, .. . . QC2,n,} is 
the set of prime ideals of R minimal over I,, then { [QC1,l,], . . . . [Q,,,,,]} = 
i CQp,,,l, ...y CQcz,,,l>. 
Proof (i) Suppose that I, and I, are prime. Recall that if R,,, BR,,2 is 
either right or left torsion, then it cannot be faithful on both sides (see, for 
example, [S, 5.1.21). We may therefore reduce to the case when R,,, BR,,2 is 
torsion-free on each side. Since the ring extension is d-polynormal, there 
exists an automorphism Tad and a nonzero element b of B such that 
r. b = b.z(r) for all r E R. Therefore, 0 = Z,.(RbR) = (RbR).z(I,), and 
O=(RbR).I,=z-‘(I,).(RbR). Hence z(I,)=I, and part (i) follows. 
(ii) Let Qa be a prime ideal of R minimal over I,. By (1.2) and 
[S, 8.2.11 there exists a subfactor of B which forms a torsion-free 
R/Q, - R/es-bimodule for some prime ideal Q, of R containing I,. By 
[S, 8.2.83 and the assumption on the classical Krull dimensions, Q, must 
be a prime ideal minimal over I,. From (i) we see that [Q,] = [Q,]. So 
if {Q,l,l,T ...) Q,I,m,} is the set of prime ideals of R minimal over I, and 
IQ (2,1), . . . . Qc2,,,l is th e set of prime ideals of R minimal over I,, then 
1 lYQ~I,IJ~ . . .. [Q,I,mJ 1 E 1 CQc2,1Jy . . .. CQc2,nJ 1, and a similar argument 
shows that { CQ,,,IJ . . . . CQcl,,,l > 2 { CQc2,1Jp . . .. CQc2JI. Part (ii) 
follows. 1 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let R 4 S be a finite d-polynormal extension of 
Noetherian rings. 
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(i) If Q is a prime ideal of R then the set of prime ideals of S lying 
over Q is finite. 
(ii) If P is a prime ideal of S then the set of prime ideals of R minimal 
over Pn R is contained within a singIe d-orbit of spec R. 
(iii) If P is a prime ideal of S and z E d, then the single d-orbit of 
spec R containing the prime ideals of R minimal over Pn R coincides with 
the single d-orbit of spec R containing the prime ideals of R minimal over 
z(P) n R. 
(iv) If P, and P, are prime ideals of S such that P, r-) P,, then the 
single d-orbit of spec R containing the prime ideals of R minimal over 
P, n R coincides with the single d-orbit of spec R containing the prime 
ideals of R minimal over P, n R. 
(v) If D is a clique of prime ideals of S then there exists a positive 
integer n such that rank(S/P) 6 n for all P E 0. 
Proof: (i) It follows from (1.3i) that if Sz is a clique of prime ideals of 
R then there exists a positive integer n such that rank(R/QE) = n for all 
Q, E 52. Therefore we may apply [ 131 to obtain the desired result. 
(ii) Let P be a prime ideal of S and suppose that P lies over the 
prime ideals Ql and Qp of R. By [ 18, Theorem 21 there exists an R - R- 
bimodule subfactor B of S such that B is a torsion-free R/Q, - R/Q,- 
bimodule. Therefore [Q,] = [Qp] by (1.3i). The statement follows. 
(iii) This is immediate. 
(iv) Suppose that P, and P, are prime ideals of S such that P, + P,. 
Following (i), let [Q,] and [Qa] be the unique d-orbits of prime ideals 
of R minimal over P, n R and P, n R, respectively. From (1.2iv) and 
[8, 8.2.81, we see that d(R/[Q,]) = d(S/[P,]) = d(S/[Pp]) = d(R/[Q,]). 
Therefore, (1.3ii) shows that [QJ = [Qa] and (ii) follows. 
(v) Suppose that S= R.s, + ... + R.s,. Let P be a prime ideal of S, 
and suppose that QE ass(R/Pn R)R. It follows from (1.2), [lS, 
Corollary 21, and [8, 7.4.111 that Q is minimal over Pn R and that 
R/P n R has an Artinian quotient ring. It follows from [ 12,2.6] that 
rank(S/P) <rn. rank(R/[Q]). Part (v) now follows from (iv). 1 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let R 4 S be a finite d-polynormal extension of 
Noetherian rings. 
(i) Let [P] be an element of spec& S for some P E spec S. Following 
(1.4iii), define i [P] to be the orbit [Q] where Q is an arbitrary prime ideal 
of R minimal over P n R. 
(ii) Let Q be a prime ideal of R. Define TQ to be the unique R - S- 
sub-bimodule of S such that QS E TQ and such that R,P( T,/QS), is the left 
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torsion sub-bimodule of R,a (S/es),. Define J, to be the right annihilator 
in S of S/T,, and define I, to be the left annihilator in R of T,/QS. Lastly, 
define X, to be the set of prime ideals of S minimal over J,. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let R 4 S be a finite d-polynormal extension of Noetherian 
rings. Let Q be a prime ideal of R and let P be a prime ideal of S. 
(i) Zf there exists an R - S-bimodule subfactor of S with left 
annihilator equal to Q and right annihilator equal to P which is torsion-free 
as an R/Q - S/P-bimodule then i [P] = [Q]. 
(ii) If z is an element of d then $T,) = TrCgj, ~(1~) =IrCpj, and 
T(JQ) = Jr@,. 
(iii) The R - S-bimodule S/TQ is nonzero, and i-’ [Q] = 
{[PI: P&Y,}. 
Proof (i) Suppose that {Qi, . . . . Qn} is the set of prime ideals of R 
minimal over P n R. By (1.4ii), the set (Q,, . . . . Q,} lies within a single 
d-orbit of spec R. Suppose now that there exists an R - S-bimodule sub- 
factor B of S which forms a torsion-free nonzero R/Q - S/P-bimodule. 
From (1.2iv) we can deduce that d(R/Q) = d(R/Q,) = . . = d(R/Q,). Since 
B is a nonzero R/Q - R/P n R-bimodule which is faithful on each side we 
may conclude from (1.3ii) that Q E [Qi] = ... = [Q,]. Part (i) follows. 
(ii) This statement follows from the observation that r(S)/r(QS) = 
WQS) = WQ)S. 
(iii) Let P be a prime ideal of S. By (1.2) and [ 18, Corollary 21, 
there exists a prime ideal Q, of S such that Q, is minimal over P n R, such 
that there exists a nonzero R - S-bimodule factor M of S/P whose left 
annihilator is Qtl and whose right annihilator is P, and such that M is 
torsion-free on each side as an R/Q, - S/P-bimodule. It is easy to see that 
M is a factor of S/Q,& and hence S/Qo,S cannot be torsion as a left R/Q,- 
module. 
By (1.2iii) we may have chosen P such that it lies over Q. By (ii) and 
(1.4ii), in order to show that S/T, # 0 it suffices to show that S/Q,S is not 
torsion as a left R/Q.-module. Hence S/T, # 0. 
To prove the rest of (iii), let [P] E i-l [Q] for some P E spec S. Let Qr 
be chosen as in the first paragraph, so in particular there exists an c1 E & 
such that U(Q)= Q, and P? J,. By (1.2iv) and [8, 8.2.81 it holds that 
PEX~.. Hence c’(P)EX~ and the remainder of (iii) follows. i 
The following statement describes the above map i: spec” S + spec& R. 
Part (iii) was originally only proved for flat extensions; the author is 
grateful to T. H. Lenagan for suggesting the essential ideas of the more 
general proof presented. 
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THEOREM 1.7. Let R 4 S be a finite d-polynormal extension of 
Noetherian rings. The map i: spec” S + spec& R is (i) surjective (ii) has 
finite fibers, (iii) is continuous with respect o the quotient Zariski topologies, 
and (iv) sends closed sets to closed sets with respect o the quotient Zariski 
topologies. Moreover, conclusions (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) remain true 
for the (well defined) restriction maps i: rprim”’ S -+ rprim,& R and 
i: max.d S + max& R. 
Proof (i) This follows from (1.2iii). 
(ii) This follows from (1.6iii), since only finitely many prime ideals 
of S may be minimal over J, for any prime ideal Q of R. 
(iii) For an ideal Z of a ring A denote by V(Z) the set of prime ideals 
of A containing I. Observe that the closed sets in spec” R are precisely the 
images of subsets V(Z) of spec R for which Z is stable under the action 
of d. 
Now let QI, . . . . Q, be a finite d-orbit of prime ideals of R, let 
N=Qrn...nQ,,andlet WbethesubsetofspecSsuchthatPisin W 
if and only if P lies over a prime ideal Q in V(N). Since W is equal to the 
set of those prime ideals P of S such that i[P] is contained within the 
image in spec& R of V(N), to show that i is continuous it sufftces to show 
that W is closed with respect to the Zariski topology on spec S. 
Retaining the notation of (lSii), let T,= Te,, and let Zj= IQ,, for 
1 ~j< n. Observe that each Zj will strictly contain Q,. Let Z= fly= r Zj. Note 
that Z will strictly contain N. Further note that Z is stable under the action 
of d by (1.6ii). 
For each t, let J, =J,,, let J= fir= 1 J,, and let W, be the subset of 
spec S such that P is in W, if and only if P lies over a prime ideal Q in 
V(Z). We next establish that W= V(J) u W, 
We first prove that WG V(J) u W, . Let P E W. So P lies over a prime 
ideal Q in V(N). Choose a prime ideal Ql of R minimal over N, as above, 
such that Q, E Q. Now observe that if Z E Q, then P E W, . So suppose that 
Z 4E Q. Since IT, G Q,S G QS, it follows that T, E T,, since in this case Z 
will contain an element of R regular modulo Q. Therefore, JG J, c J,, and 
hence V(J,) G V(J). From (1.6iii) it follows that there exists a red such 
that z(P) E Xe c V(Jp) E V(J). Since by ( 1.6ii) it holds that J is an 
d-stable ideal of S, it follows that P E V(J). Therefore, WG V(J) u W,. 
Next we prove that W2 V(J) u W,. First, since Z contains N, it follows 
that W, E W. So suppose that P is a prime ideal of S contained in 
V(J). Since P is prime, it must therefore contain J, for some 1 < t d n. 
Considering the R/Q, - S/J,-bimodule S/T,, we see by [S, 8.2.11 and 
(1.2ii) that there exists an R - S-subfactor of S/T, which forms a torsion- 
free R/Q - S/P-bimodule for some prime ideal Q of R which contains Q,. 
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It follows from (1.6i) that P lies over r(Q) for some LEG!. Since r(Q)3 
r(Q,) 2 N, it follows that P E W. It now follows that WZ V(J) u W, 
We have therefore established that W = V(J) u W,. We may now 
conclude the proof of (iii): By Noetherian induction, we may assume that 
if K is any &‘-stable ideal of R strictly containing N, and if the subset W, 
of spec S consists precisely of those prime ideals of S which lie over a prime 
ideal of R containing K, then W, is a closed subset of spec S. Hence we 
may assume that W, is closed, and (iii) follows. 
(iv) Let K be an ideal of S which is stable under the action of &‘. 
Observe that K n R is also stable under the action of &, and that R/Kn 
R 4 S/K is an d-polynormal extension, via the obvious action of d on 
S/K. Using the notation of (iii), let Y be the set of prime ideals of R which 
are minimal over P n R for some P E V(K). It follows from (1.2iii) that 
Y = V(K n R). That the map i is closed now follows. 
(v) Let P~specS. It follows from [ll, 1.43 that S/[P] is right 
primitive if and only if R/i [P] is right primitive, and it follows from 
[ 12, 4.4iii] that S/ [ P] is simple if and only if R/i [P] is simple. Hence the 
given maps are well defined. The rest of the statement follows as in (i), (ii), 
(iii), and (iv). 1 
We next use the methods of [ 181 to obtain a dual to the Joseph-Small 
Additivity Principle [9]. Recall that d denotes classical Krull dimension. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let R 4 S he a finite d-polynormal extension of 
Noetherian rings. Let Q be a prime ideal of R, let C be the Goldie quotient 
ring of R/Q, and let B= c(C@, S),. Zf i-‘[Q] = {[PI], . . . . [P,]}, and I 
denotes the length of B as a left C-module, then there exist positive integers 
z,, . . . . z, such that Cizi rank(S/[Pi]) = 1. 
Proof: Recall from (1.6iii) that iF’[Q] = {[PI: PEX,}. Recall that R 
and S satisfy the second layer condition by (1.2ii). It follows therefore from 
[S, 8.2.81 that if RMS is a nonzero R - S-bimodule subfactor of S/Tp with 
left annihilator Q and right annihilator J, then d(R/Q) = d(S/J). Since 
.B, rc ( COR (S/T,)),, it then follows that the set of right annihilators of 
bimodule composition factors of c B, is equal to X,. The result now 
follows from [7, 7.231. 1 
We close this section by considering induced modules and restriction of 
scalars. It is straightforward to verify that a finite &‘-polynormal extension 
of Noetherian rings is in fact an example of the subnormalizing extensions 
studied in [19]. Also, the following proposition may be regarded as a ring 
theoretic version of [lo, Theorem 71. 
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PROPOSITION 1.9. Let R CG S be a finite d-polynormal extension qf 
Noetherian rings. 
(i) [ 191 If V is an irreducible right S-module then V is of finite 
length as an R-module. 
(ii) If V is an irreducible right S-module with annihilator P then the 
annihilator of every irreducible right R-module subfactor of V is contained in 
i[P]. 
(iii) Let W be an irreducible right R-module with annihilator Q. 
If Y denotes the set of ideals of S which are the annihilators of irreducible 
subfactors of the right S-module ( WoR S),, then ii’(Q) = {[PI: PE Y). 
(iv) [19] If W is an irreducible right R-module then (W@, S), is of 
finite length as an S-module. 
Proof (i) This statement follows from [ 19, 3.11. 
(ii) Let V be an irreducible right S-module with annihilator P, and 
choose a right ideal A4 of S such that Vr S/M. Let K/L be an irreducible 
right R-module subfactor of S/M with annihilator Q, for R-submodules K 
and L of S such that K and L contain A4. Suppose that Q is not minimal 
over Pn R. We will prove (ii) by showing that this supposition leads to a 
contradiction. 
Choose a right R-submodule W of S such that W contains L and such 
that W is maximal among R-submodules of S whose intersection with K is 
contained within L. Thus K/L G S/W is an essential extension of right 
R-modules. From (1.2ii) and [8,9.1.2] it follows that there exists a non- 
zero R-module factor X of S/W which is annihilated by a prime ideal Q, 
of the right clique of Q. Note, using [S, 8.2.81, that d(R/Q,) = d(R/Q). It 
then follows from (1.2iv) and [ 12, 4.4iii] that Q, cannot be a minimal 
prime over Pn R. (It is clear that Q, contains Pn R.) 
Now rewrite X as S/N for an appropriately chosen R-submodule N of S 
which contains W. Note that N 2 M and N # S. Also, SQ, G N. Since Q, 
is not minimal over P n R, it follows from [ 12, 2.1,4.1] that SQ, contains 
an ideal I of S such that I g P. But then SZ= ZZ N # S, a contradiction of 
the irreducibility of S/M as an S/P-module. Part (ii) follows. 
(iii) We first show that WOR S is nonzero; we adapt the argument 
given in [7, 7.161. To start, let R= R/Q, and let B= R(S/7’o)s. Observe 
that there is a natural surjection from ( WOR S), onto (W@ RB)s. We 
show that the latter module is not equal to zero. 
Let K be a right ideal of R such that W,- r R/K. Then ( WOR B), E 
(B/K. B),. Since B is torsion-free as a left R-module, and is nonzero by 
(1.6iii), it follows that there is a left R-module embedding of B into 
R (@y=, R ) for some positive integer n (see, for example, [ 7, 6.191). Hence 
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there is a nonzero left R-module homomorphism f from B into R. If 
B/K.B=O, then R.f(B)=f(B)=f(K.B)= Kf(B)r K. But this last state- 
ment cannot be true if both R/K is faithful andf(B) is nonzero. It follows 
that (IV@ RB)S is nonzero, and it therefore follows that WOR S is non- 
zero. 
We next show that the annihilator of every irreducible right S-module 
subfactor of ( WOR S), is contained in an element of i- ’ [Q]. Retaining 
the above notation, we adapt the arguments of [16, 2.2; 19, 3.31 to 
describe the right R-module composition factors of S/KS E WQ R S. Since 
the extension R 4 S is d-polynormal, we may choose a sequence 
s, , . . . . s, E S such that S = C’!= i R.s, = ~~=, sj. R, and such that there exists 
a z,~&‘such that Y.s~+~$:: R.s,=s,.t,(r)+Cf:i R.s,for all rER and 
1 d k<n. Define U,=C:=, ((R.s,+ KS)/KS), for 1 < k<n, and define 
U0 = 0. Consider the surjective function R + KS/KS -+ U,/Ukp I. This 
function sends R-submodules to R-submodules. Since R + KS/KS E 
RI(KS n R), we see that each UklUkp, is either zero or isomorphic to 
R/z(K). It follows that the annihilators of right R-module composition 
factors of S/KS are contained within [Q]. It now follows from (ii) that the 
annihilator of every irreducible S-subfactor is contained in an element of 
i-‘(Q). 
We now prove the remainder of (iii). Let P E X,. By [ 18, Corollary 21, 
we may choose a prime ideal Q, of R such that Q, is minimal over 
P n R and such that the following properties hold: There exists an 
R - S-bimodule factor S/C of S, for some R - S-sub-bimodule C of S, with 
left annihilator Ql and right annihilator P, such that S/C is torsion-free as 
an RJQ,- S/P-bimodule. By (1.6i) we may choose CIE d such that 
M(Q)= Ql. Then S= S/(Ki(C)) is a torsion-free R/Q - S/( tl- l(P))- 
bimodule. Hence by [4, 3.41, it follows that V= WOR S is nonzero with 
right annihilator c( ~ ‘(P). By the above paragraph, [8, 8.2.81, and (1.2iv) it 
follows that the annihilator of each simple S-factor of V must be ~1~ ‘(P). 
Since V is a Noetherian right S-module, it follows that such a simple factor 
must exist. We have thus shown that there exists a simple S-subfactor of 
WOR S which is annihilated by an element of [PI. Part (iii) now follows 
from ( 1.6iii). 
(iv) This follows from [19, 3.31. 1 
2. ENVELOPING ALGEBRAS OF COMPLETELY SOLVABLE LIE SUPERALGEBRAS 
In this part we return to the motivating example. We first collect 
necessary background information and assumptions. Let k be a field of 
characteristic zero. Throughout this section we assume that g = g, @ g, is 
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a finite dimensional completely solvable Lie superalgebra over k; in other 
words, every irreducible subfactor of the (graded) adjoint representation of 
g is one dimensional. See [ 1, 10, 11, 171 for required information on Lie 
superalgebras and their enveloping algebras. We refer the reader to 
[3, 6, 151 for background information on enveloping algebras of solvable 
Lie algebras. We point out that when k is algebraically closed it does not 
necessarily follow that a solvable Lie superalgebra is completely solvable. 
Assume that g, is of dimension m and that g, is of dimension n. 
Throughout this section we let U denote the enveloping algebra of the 
completely solvable Lie algebra g,, and we let V denote the universal 
enveloping associative superalgebra of g. Identify g with its image in V. 
Recall that V is finitely generated and free as a right and left U-module. 
Also, since each right primitive ideal of U or V will also be left primitive, 
we will simply refer to the primitive ideals of these algebras. 
Consider V as a i2,-graded algebra, and denote its decomposition into 
even and odd k-spaces by V = V, 0 Vi. (In what follows, graded will 
always mean Hz-graded.) For an ideal I of V, denote by gr(Z) the unique 
maximal graded ideal contained within I. A graded ideal p of V is graded- 
prime if for any graded ideals I and J of V such that IJc p it follows that 
either ZE p or JE p. A right (or left) graded V-module will be termed 
irreducible if it is irreducible as an object in the category of right (or left) 
graded V-modules. A graded ideal p of V is right-graded-primitive if p is the 
annihilator of an irreducible right graded V-module. Since a right-graded- 
primitive ideal of V is also left-graded-primitive, we will simply refer to the 
graded-primitive ideals of V. See [S] for background information on group 
graded algebras and graded-prime ideals, and see [ 1 l] for background 
information on the graded-primitive ideals of V. Note for any ideal I of V 
that Zn U = gr(Z) n U. 
Let g be the k-algebra automorphism of V of order two which fixes each 
element of V, and which sends each element of V, to its additive inverse. 
It is well known and straightforward to check that the graded ideals of V 
are precisely those ideals of V which are fixed under the action of 0. Now 
let p be a graded ideal of V. It can be deduced from [S, 6.3 and 5.11 that 
p is a graded-prime ideal of V if and only if p is the intersection of two (not 
necessarily distinct) prime ideals P, and P, of V such that P, = a(P,) and 
such that gr(P,) = gr(PB) = p. Moreover, if p is a graded-prime ideal of V, 
then p is graded-primitive if and only p = gr(P) for a primitive ideal P of 
V, and p is a maximal graded ideal if and only if p = gr(P) for a maximal 
ideal P of V; see [ 11, 3.3; 5, 6.3( 1 )]. 
Let Y0 be the set of linear forms 1 E g* such that ,J( [g, g]) = 2(gi) =O. 
For each ;1 E YO, the map gt-+ g+ A( g) EV, for gE g, extends to an 
automorphism tl of V. Observe that rl(U) = U and that rj, restricts to a 
winding automorphism on U. Let /1 be the additive (abelian) subgroup of 
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Z0 generated by the linear forms from the one-dimensional (graded) 
subfactors of the adjoint representation of g. Define A’= A(g) to be the 
group of automorphisms of V generated by (r,: il E A} u {a}, where the 
automorphism (T is defined as in the previous paragraph. Observe that 
there is a natural bijection between the set of A-orbits of prime ideals of 
V and the set of M-orbits of graded-prime ideals of V. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (i) Every graded subfactor of the adg-module V 
contains a one dimensional representation of g with eigenvalue A E A. 
(ii) Every subfactor of the adg,-module V contains a one dimensional 
representation of g, with eigenvalue a restriction to g,* of some A E A. 
Proof (i) We adapt [15, 14.3.31. Denote the supercommutator on g 
and V by [, 1. Since g is completely solvable, we may choose a k-basis 
Yl, ...9 Y,+, for g consisting of homogeneous elements such that 
[x, y,]Ehi=k.y,+ ... + k. yi for all homogeneous elements x E g and for 
all 1 < i < m + n. For each such i, let Ai be the linear form determined by 
hi/h,- 1, where h, = 0. 
Let Y be the set of monomials y;’ . . ~2,“:; such that r,, . . . . rmfn > 0, 
and such that rid 1 for each yip g,. Order Y lexicographically. By the 
Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem for Lie superalgebras, Y forms a k-basis 
for V. Now fix a monomial y in Y and choose a homogeneous element x 
of g. 
It is straightforward to check that [x, y] = A.(x) .y+ u, where u is 
composed of a linear combination of monomials in Y preceding y in the 
ordering and A is a linear combination of A,, . . . . %,+,. Part (i) follows from 
this statement. 
Part (ii) follows from the same argument. 1 
The first part of the following corollary shows that the previous section 
may be applied to our present situation. The second part shows that the 
ring V is “close” to being polynormal. 
COROLLARY 2.2. (i) Let I be a graded ideal of V. The embedding 
U/I A U 4 V/I is a finite A?-polynormal extension of Noetherian k-algebras. 
In particular, the conclusions of (1.7), (1.8), and (1.9) hold for R = U/I n U, 
S=VjI, and &=A. 
(ii) If I and J are graded (two-sided) ideals of V, then there exists a 
z~jzjandanonzeroelement aEIsuch that va+J=az(v)+Jforallv~V. 
We next consider an example which demonstrates that intersection does 
not produce a single-valued function from spec V to spec U or from spec U 
to spec V. 
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EXAMPLE 2.3. Suppose that k is algebraically closed, and let 
g = pl( 1, 1). We may describe V as the k-algebra k{ x, y, u, u}, where 
U =k[x, y] is the commutative polynomial ring in two variables, where 
g, = ku + ku, and where the following further conditions hold: x is central, 
yu-uy=u, yv-vy= -0, u2=v2=0, and uv+vu=.x. 
We next describe the correspondence between the primitive spectra of U 
and V. Let QCa,Bj= ( x - CI, y-b) be an arbitrary primitive ideal of U. If 
a = 0, then exactly one primitive ideal of V, the ideal Vx + V( y - j3) + 
Vu + Vu, lies over QCX,,,. Now suppose that c( # 0. Let PCn,Bj be the kernel 
of the map from V to M,(k) defined by 
Then &,m P(a,B+ I,> is the set of primitive ideals of V which lie over 
Qw. Also, {Q,w Q(a,wJ is the set of primitive ideals of U which are 
minimal over PCI,Bj n U. 
We now turn our attention to nilpotent Lie superalgebras. The primitive 
factors of the enveloping algebra of a finite dimensional nilpotent Lie 
superalgebra re described in [2]. 
Let g = g, @ g, be a nilpotent Lie superalgebra over k. As for nilpotent 
Lie algebras, it follows that ,%e(g) = (a) ; see [ 17, p. 2361. Hence each 
A-orbit of spec U is a singleton, and each d-orbit of spec V consists of 
the set of at most two prime ideals minimal over a single graded-prime 
ideal. Therefore, when g is nilpotent, we denote by i(P) the single prime 
ideal of U minimal over P n U when P is either a prime ideal or a graded- 
prime ideal of V. Denote the spectrum of graded-prime ideals of V by 
grspec V. In [ 11, 1.6, 3.31 it is shown that in this case the set of graded- 
primitive ideals of V is precisely the set of maximal graded ideals and the 
set of primitive ideals of V is precisely the set of maximal ideals. Denote the 
set of maximal graded ideals of V by grmax V. It is also seen in [ 111 that 
a graded-prime ideal p of V is graded-maximal if and only if p is the inter- 
section of at most two maximal ideals of V, if and only if the prime ideals 
of U minimal over p n U are maximal. 
Recall for g, nilpotent that the topological structure of spec U and 
prim U has been determined via the bicontinuity of the Dixmier map. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Assume that g is nilpotent. The maps 
i: spec V + spec U, 
i: max V + max U, 
i: grspec V -+ spec U, 
i: grmax V + max U 
481.146.1-13 
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are continuous, closed, finite-to-one surjections with respect to the Zariski 
topologies. 
ProoJ: This is an immediate consequence of (2.2i), the preceding 
paragraph, and [S, 5.1, 6.31. 1 
Remark 2.5. Again suppose that g is an arbitrary completely solvable 
Lie superalgebra. It is asserted, in essence, in [ 10, Theorem 7’1 that the 
above map prim-” V + prim.” U is bijective. To this author, however, the 
argument provided in [lo] appears to be incomplete. A proof independent 
of [lo] that the map specA/ V + specM U is injective, and hence a 
homeomorphism, will appear in [ 141. 
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